Dear All,
There were three now four routes always after Art 50 Notice .... they all needed to be
underscored by determination erudition truth and no secrecy that was supported by
believable publicity
A. Negotiate on both sides with real intent
B. EFTA with UK negotiated changes
C. Walk WTO simpleton route with no successes on any level
D. May vassal EU satellite state, fully in but May style OUT
Truth and publicity:These two have both been absent on UK side
The EU have ensured the domination of untruth with excellent publicity
A. NEGOTIATE
In concordanceOUT.eu there is a simple pamphlet called BREXIT FACTS and One called
BREXIT EXIT. Any negotiations require from the beginning 2 firm UK approaches.
i. The essential objectives which are immoveable and inviolate must be clear plus the
discussables on each side known and understood
But
The EU has never discussed with any flexibility due to its non-sovereign status in real
politique. It is unable to negotiate. It has a concrete rule book that does not flex.
The EU cheated and failed itself and so the UK failed and fails
ii. The breakdown concept and so a non deal commencement in 2016 of a real
preparations plan (see leaflet) and immediate implementation of it hoping for a deal
but expecting no deal .....inc a plan for both “In and out of EFTA “
UK failed and fails and is unbelievably not pragmatic and totally discredited and
untruthful.
The Mogg ignores these clear points. The Redwood continues to maintain his life
membership of the Nelsonian Club whose motto is “ I see no problems”
B. EFTA.
Please see EUReferendum.com plus CIB BREXIT RESET Leaflet
Plus NOBO Conformity and Irish race horse ARTICLES on concordanceOUT.eu
EFTA supplied interim solutions to all issues.
This EFTA insurance policy is part of A as well as an object in itself but of course
preferably only an interim stepping stone. Many pros & Some Political Con and Cons.
Ignorant May ruled it out at the very beginning when slightly less ignorant than even
now.

C. WTO
IF there are no negotiations or they have failed .... both of which is the case
And
There is no EFTA work done and so that too is too late as Treaty change is required
THEN
We are left with no plan and no option but to CRASH OUT WTO STYLE ...... this is the
only alternative
It is regrettable but the only dramatic disruptive solution
This is at least OUT of EU and with major suffering perhaps .... certainly for those who
expect much for little in return . But so what? If treated as yet another war yet with
less loss of life discomfort and pain then it is bearable for those who know the Truth
and History.

Roger Wright-Morris.

